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The randomized response technique ensures that individual item responses,
denoted as true item responses, are randomized before observing them and socalled randomized item responses are observed. A relationship is specified
between randomized item response data and true item response data. True item
response data are modeled with a (non)linear mixed effects and/or item
response theory model. Although the individual true item responses are masked
through randomizing the responses, the model extension enables the computation of individual true item response probabilities and estimates of individuals’
sensitive behavior/attitude and their relationships with background variables
taking into account any clustering of respondents. Results are presented from a
College Alcohol Problem Scale (CAPS) where students were interviewed via
direct questioning or via a randomized response technique. A Markov Chain
Monte Carlo algorithm is given for estimating simultaneously all model parameters given hierarchical structured binary or polytomous randomized item
response data and background variables.
Keywords: item response theory model; MCMC; mixed effects; randomized response
data

Introduction
In survey sampling, interest is often focused in obtaining information about
highly personal sensitive questions. Direct questioning of such sensitive questions leads to refusals, nonresponses, or socially desirable answers. Different techniques have been developed to improve the quality of such survey data. Methods
like emphasizing confidentiality and/or anonymity of response have not been
shown to encourage greater cooperation by respondents such that the quality of
the survey data improves. However, one method introduced by Warner (1965),
the randomized response (RR) technique, can outperform direct ways of asking
sensitive questions (Lensvelt, Hox, van der Heijden, & Maas, 2005). Each respondent uses a randomization device to select a question from two complementary
questions, and the respondent answers the selected question. The interviewer will
1
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not know which question is being selected, so the respondent is protected. Greenberg, Abul-Ela, Simmons, and Horvitz (1969) showed that an unrelated question
model could improve Warner’s technique. This unrelated question model could
be built into the randomization device. For instance, the randomization device
could be a die. The respondent would be asked to throw the die and answer no if
the outcome is 1, answer yes if the outcome is 6, and answer the sensitive question
in the other situations.
Two broad classes of RR sample designs will be considered, related question
and unrelated question designs. The related question design applies to a population with two classes. Warner (1965) showed that among others, maximum likelihood estimates as well as confidence intervals can be obtained of the true
population proportion of respondents positively answering the sensitive questions. Similar kinds of information can be obtained from the related question
design. However, the unrelated question design is easily extended to the multiproportions case (Greenberg et al., 1969). Besides the apparent usefulness of the
traditional RR technique (e.g., Greenberg et al., 1969; Warner, 1965), inferences
from applications utilizing them are limited to estimating population proportions
(e.g., rates of criminal behavior, Tracy & Fox, 1981; rates of academic cheating,
Scheers & Dayton, 1988). Often it is of interest to investigate and relate factors
underlying the sensitive characteristics. In academic cheating studies (Cizek,
1999), interest is focused on identifying factors (e.g., student characteristics,
demographic characteristics, and academic behavior) as possible correlates of
cheating. In the present article, results are presented from a College Alcohol
Problem Scale (CAPS). One of the objectives is to establish factor-derived
scales and background characteristics that are related to alcohol dependence
given polytomous randomized responses. In sample surveys, respondents are
often nested within groups and responses from members of one group are likely
to be correlated. To assess the relationship between the responses and some factors, this dependency must be taken into account. The usual randomized
response models do not allow a hierarchical analysis of the RR data. Statistical
methods for hierarchical structured data, like analysis of variance or multilevel
analysis, cannot be applied because only polytomous randomized responses are
observed.
Attempts have been made to develop methods for analyzing RR data given
individual and/or group characteristics. The logistic regression modeling
approach of Maddala (1983) and Scheers and Dayton (1988) has been extended
to model individual binary response probabilities to items and their relationship
with individual background variables (e.g., Lensvelt, van der Heijden, & Laudy,
2006). Recently, new methods were developed to analyze multivariate binary
RR data where it can be assumed that an underlying latent variable is causally
related to the observed indicators. Fox (2005b) developed a class of randomized
item response theory (IRT) models for binary data within a Bayesian framework. These models can be used to estimate relationships between a latent
2
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variable and background variables at the level of individuals or groups given
randomized and/or directly observed binary item responses. Böckenholt and
van der Heijden (2007) developed a class of models within a frequentist framework for binary RR data and individual background information. They considered an interesting extension that takes account of response bias caused by
respondents who do not follow the RR instructions and/or respondents who do
not trust the RR protection mechanism and give a negative response regardless
of the question being asked. Fox (in press) proposed a novel Beta-Binomial
model for analyzing multivariate individual count data observed via a randomized response sampling design. This model allows for the estimation of individual response probabilities (response rates) taking account of a clustering of
respondents using an empirical Bayes approach. The model is particularly useful
for small data sets. However, the model assumes a constant individual response
rate across items and equal item difficulties. Although the model is proven to be
quite robust against these model violations, when a larger data set is available a
less restrictive model may fit the data better and may lead to more accurate
inferences.
In the present article, several model extensions will be discussed for individuals nested in groups given binary or polytomous univariate or multivariate RR
data. The approach is focused on models for the true item response that is not
observed because this response is randomized before it is observed. The true
item responses are estimated based on the assumption that the respondents follow the RR design. The respondent’s true position on the sensitive questions can
only be approximated when respondents do not follow the RR instructions. A
probabilistic model is defined that relates the observed randomized response
with the unobserved true item response. Then, the true item response is modeled
with a (non)linear mixed effects and/or item response theory model. This mixed
effects randomized item response model improves the statistical analyses of RR
data. It enables the measurement of individual true item response probabilities
and the measurement of individual (sensitive) latent characteristics. The individual latent characteristics and true item response probabilities and their relationship with explanatory variables can be estimated taking into account any
clustering of respondents.
In the following, the related and unrelated randomized response designs will be
discussed for binary and polytomous (ordinal) RR data. Then, a mixed effects
model will be introduced that relates explanatory variables with individual true
item response probabilities. Subsequently, different IRT models will be introduced
for modeling the true item responses that are linked via a randomized response
model to the observed randomized responses. After a simulation study, an application will be given of the analysis of hierarchical structured RR data from survey
items, known as the CAPS instrument, measuring alcohol dependence among
college students. In the last part, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm
will be presented for estimating simultaneously all parameters.
3
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Related and Unrelated Randomized Response Designs
Warner (1965) introduced the concept of randomized response. A respondent
randomly selects one of two statements of the form: (1) I have the sensitive
characteristic and (2) I do not have the sensitive characteristic. A randomization
device (e.g., throwing a coin or a die) is used to select one of the two related
questions. The respondent answers true or false without revealing which question was selected by the randomizing device. Let p denote the probability that
Question 1 will be selected by the randomizing device. Let p denote the population proportion with the sensitive characteristic. Then, the probability that
respondent indexed i gives a positive response equals,
Pðyi = 1Þ = pp + ð1 − pÞð1 − pÞ:

ð1Þ

In the unrelated question design (Greenberg et al., 1969), the second question
is not related and completely innocuous and the probability of a positive
response is known. The unrelated question can also be built into the randomizing device. Then, two probabilities are specified by the randomizing device,
probability p1 that the respondent has to answer the sensitive question and the
conditional probability p2 of a positive response given a forced response
(Edgell, Himmelfarb, & Duchan, 1982). The probability of a positive response
can be stated as,
Pðyi = 1Þ = pp1 + ð1 − p1 Þp2 :

ð2Þ

The extension to more than two response categories is easily made to multiple,
say c = 1, . . . , C, response categories. Let pðcÞ denote the proportion of respondents scoring in category c, and the randomization device determines if the item
is to be answered honestly with probability p1 or a forced response is scored
with probability 1 − p1 . If a forced response is given, it is scored in category c
with probability p2 ðcÞ, c = 1, . . . , C. Then, the probability of observing a score
in category c equals
Pðyi = cÞ = pðcÞp1 + ð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ:

ð3Þ

Note it is assumed that the response probability of scoring in category c of the
nonsensitive unrelated question is known a priori. This is more efficient because
it reduces the sampling variability. Furthermore, it is quite easy to define unrelated neutral questions whose response probabilities are known in advance (e.g.,
Greenberg et al., 1969). In a setting where the response probabilities of the unrelated question are unknown, two independent distinct samples, say A1 and A2 ,
are needed from the population where two independent randomization devices
are employed. Let the randomization devices be such that p11 is the probability
4
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that the respondent has to answer the sensitive question in A1 and p21 in A2 .
Subsequently, given group membership the probability of scoring in category c
equals
(
Pðyi = cÞ =



pðcÞp11 + 1 − p11 p2 ðcÞ


pðcÞp21 + 1 − p21 p2 ðcÞ

if i ∈ A1
if i ∈ A2 :

ð4Þ

When selecting p11 close to p21 the point estimates of pðcÞ and p2 ðcÞ may be
unstable and greater than unity (Greenberg et al., 1969).
Individual Response Probabilities
In general, the randomized response technique is used to estimate the proportion, p, of respondents belonging to a sensitive class in the population. Theoretical details about the estimation of p can be found in, among others, Greenberg
et al. (1969) and Warner (1965). If additional information is available per
respondent that can be related to the individual’s probability of a yes response
or scoring in category c, it becomes interesting to model the true individual
response probabilities within a randomized response sample design. Maddala
(1983) and Scheers and Dayton (1988) incorporated explanatory variables in a
randomized response model, so-called covariate randomized response models.
They showed improved parameter estimates, a reduction in sampling error,
when using covariates that correlate with the sensitive characteristic. In the same
way, when modeling the true individual response probabilities, the sampling
error of the corresponding estimates can be reduced. This may improve estimates of the group-specific proportions with the sensitive characteristic in the
population depending on the available explanatory information because each
group specific proportion estimate is constructed from a weighted average of a
group-specific estimate and the sample estimate where the weights are specified
by the corresponding standard errors. Moreover, it will provide information at
the individual level because estimates of the individual response probabilities
and their relationship with the explanatory variables will be obtained.
Assume that there are j = 1, . . . , J groups and i = 1, . . . , nj individuals nested
within each group. Let yijk denote the randomized response for an individual,
indexed ij, to an item indexed k. Subsequently, e
yijk denotes the true item response
in the randomized response design. Assume that the probability of observing a
response in category c = 1, . . . , Ck is modeled according to Equation 3. Another
variable is defined: Hijk = 1 when for respondent ij the randomizing device determines that item k is to be answered truthfully and Hijk = 0 otherwise. It follows
that PðHijk = 1Þ = p1 and in that case the randomized response equals the true
yijk when Hijk = 1. Now, the probability that individual ij
response, that is, yijk ¼ e
scores a true response in category c0 given that a randomized response is
observed in category c can be derived:
5
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 P eyijk = c0 ; yijk = c


P eyijk = c0 | yijk = c =
P yijk = c

 

P
yijk = c0 , yijk = c | Hijk = l P Hijk = l
l ∈ ð0, 1Þ P e




P
=
l ∈ ð0, 1Þ P yijk = c | Hijk = l P Hijk = l
=

pijk ðc0 Þp1 Iðc = c0 Þ + pijk ðc0 Þp2 ðcÞð1 − p1 Þ
pijk ðcÞp1 + p2 ðcÞð1 − p1 Þ

ð5Þ
ð6Þ
ð7Þ

Here it is assumed that the true response and the randomized response are independent when a randomized response is to be given. This assumption is not valid
when respondents do not follow the instructions corresponding to the RR design.
Equation 7 can be presented as:



P eyijk = c0 | yijk = c =

8


pijk ðc0 Þ p1 + ð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ
>
>
>
>
< pijk ðcÞp1 + ð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ

if c = c0

>
>
>
>
:

if c 6¼ c0 :

pijk ðc0 Þð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ
pijk ðcÞp1 + ð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ

ð8Þ

In summary, a relationship is established between an observed randomized
response and a true (latent) response. It turns out that this functional relationship
between the observed and true response data allows the specification of individual response probabilities.
When the probability of scoring in a specific category of the unrelated question is unknown Equation 7 is to be adjusted. The right-hand side of Equation 7
changes slightly by taking into account whether respondent i belongs to group
*
is defined that presents
A1 or A2 according to Equation 4. A latent variable yijk
the latent response to the unrelated
question
k
of
respondent
ij. Subsequently,


*
= c0 | yijk = c needs to be specified that
the conditional probability P yijk
relates the observed randomized response with the latent response to the unrelated question. This conditional probability
is derived in the same way as in

analyzing the conditional probability P e
yijk = c0 | yijk = c . Note that latent variable e
yijk presents the latent response to related question k. It follows that the
latent response vector y * is multinomial distributed with cell probabilities
p2 ðc), c = 1, . . . , Ck . The conditional posterior distribution of the cell probabilities p2 ðcÞ given the latent responses y * is Dirichlet when using a conjugated
Dirichlet prior distribution. Latent responses to the unrelated question and cell
probability values are easily sampled from the conditional posterior distributions within an MCMC algorithm. However, this procedure will not be emulated as this procedure is statistically inefficient and it is not difficult to
construct a randomization device such that the response probabilities to the
unrelated questions are known.
6
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The Model
Probit and Logistic Response Functions
Through the relation between the true and randomized response data, the
vector of true responses ðe
yÞ can be modeled. Suppose eyijk denotes a binary outyijk = 1 if zijk is posicome and let zijk be a continuous latent variable such that e
tive and e
yijk = 0 if zijk is negative. A probit model is defined as
pijk = Pðeyijk = 1Þ = Fðzijk Þ,

ð9Þ

where Fð:Þ represents the cumulative normal distribution function. A logistic
response function can be assumed, then the logistic function Lð:Þ replaces Fð:Þ.
Here, attention is focused on polytomous ordinal data, but other polytomous
responses can be handled in a similar way by using the proper response model
for analyzing the data. Assume that e
yijk denotes a categorical outcome and zijk
the underlying latent score such that the probability of individual ij scoring in
category c = 1, . . . , C equals






pijk ðcÞ = P eyijk = c | κ, zijk = F zijk − kk, ðc − 1Þ − F zijk − kk, c

ð10Þ

or replace Fð:) with
Lðzijk − kk, c Þ =

1
1 + exp½ − ðzijk − kk, c Þ

ð11Þ

where κ are the threshold parameters such that kk;r > kk;s whenever r > s, with
kk,0 = − ∞ and kk, C = ∞.
Multiple Item Responses
The respondents answer to a series of multiple items indexed k = 1, . . . , K. It
will be assumed that the items are composed to measure some underlying attitude. The true categorical outcome, e
yijk , represents the item response of person
ij on item kðk = 1, . . . , K). These item responses may be dichotomous or polytomous. Let yi denote the latent abilities or attitudes of the respondents responding
to the K items. They are collected in the latent vector θ. For dichotomous item
responses a two-parameter IRT model is used for specifying the relation
between the level on a latent variable and the probability of a particular item
response. That is




P eyijk = 1 | yij , ak , bk = F ak yij − bk ,

ð12Þ

where ak is the item discrimination parameter, and bk is the item difficulty parameter. The item parameters will also be denoted by ξk , with ξk = ðak , bk Þ. For
7
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polytomous item responses, the probability that an individual obtains a grade
cðc = 1, . . . , Ck ) on item k is defined by a graded response model (GRM)
described by Samejima (1969)






P eyijk = c | yij , ak , κk = F ak yij − kk, ðc − 1Þ − F ak yij − kk, c

ð13Þ

where the boundaries between the response categories are represented by an
ordered vector of thresholds k. In this case, let ξk = ðak , kk Þ. Consequently, there
are a total of Ck − 1 threshold parameters and one discrimination parameter for
each item. For the logistic IRT model replace Fð:Þ with Lð:Þ.
Linear Mixed Effects Model
Individual response probabilities regarding the true outcomes given randomized response data can be modeled as a function of some explanatory variables. Furthermore, effects of group-level variables on the individual’s binary or
ordinal true response may vary across groups. The latent continuous response
can be modeled as function of incidence matrices xij and wij of order 1 × q and
1 × p, respectively, as follows:
zijk = wtij g + xtij βj + eijk

ð14Þ

where xij is the design vector for the random effects. The q-dimensional vector
βj contains the random effects, and their distribution is assumed to be
multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix T. Furthermore, γ is a
p-dimensional vector of fixed effects, and the residuals eijk have mutually independent normal distributions with mean zero and variance s2e . There is independence between random effects of different groups, and the random effects are
independent of the residuals eijk . The covariance matrix T is of dimension q × q.
The mixed effects model Equation 14 can be presented as a multilevel model.
For example, the relationship between the outcome variable y (e.g., attitude or
ability), group characteristics, and respondents’ characteristics can be described
via a multilevel model. Therefore, define y as the outcome in Equation 14. Then
this model is partitioned into a Level 1 model
tð1Þ

tð1Þ

yij = wij γð1Þ + xij βj + eij ,

ð15Þ

and a Level 2 model,
tð2Þ

βj = wj γð2Þ + uj ,
ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ð16Þ

where wij and wj are the fixed Level 1 and fixed Level 2 covariates, respectively. The Level 1 residuals eijk have mutually independent normal distributions
8
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with mean zero and variance s2e . The random effects βj are influenced by the
Level 2 effects and a random component uj distributed normally with mean zero
and covariance matrix T. Examples of two-stage random effects models that are
based on individual and population characteristics can be found in Goldstein
(2003) and Snijders and Bosker (1999). It can be seen that Level 1 covariates
are included to explain the variation at the individual level, and Level 2 covariates are included to explain variation at the level of groups. So, a two-stage
model allows explicit modeling and analysis of between- and within-individual
variation. Note that the structural mixed effects model can be extended in several ways. For example, mixed effects models with several nested sources of
heterogeneity (e.g., Goldstein, 2003; Longford, 1987) or models with crossed
classified random effects (Skrondal & Rabe-Hesketh, 2004) can be considered.
The combination of a randomized response model, an individual response
model for true (latent) response data, and a mixed effects model results in a
mixed effects randomized item response model. For example, in Figure 1 a path
diagram is given of a randomized item response model. The data y are observed
via a randomized response sampling design. The randomized response model
parameters p are known, and via Bayes’s theorem a relation can be specified
with the true latent response data e
y. Within an IRT model, an individual attitude
or ability, yij , is related to the latent response data. Then, a multilevel model is
specified to model the effect of Level 1, xij , variables and to model group specific effects of Level 2, wj variables on the latent variable yij .
The mixed effects randomized response model for a single randomized
response item, that is, combining the model in Equation 14 with a randomized
response model, can be considered as an extension of the generalized linear
mixed model (e.g., Hedeker & Gibbons, 1994; Laird & Ware, 1982; Zeger &
Karim, 1991). The generalized linear mixed model is useful for analyzing clustered binary or ordinal response data but cannot handle data obtained via a
randomized response sampling design.
The mixed effects ordinal model is usually identified by fixing one threshold
parameter. The multilevel randomized item response model is identified by fixing the scale of the latent variable y. This can be done by fixing a threshold and
a discrimination parameter or by fixing the mean and variance of the latent variable (e.g., the mean and standard deviation of y). Both ways of identifying the
model lead to the same results but on a different scale depending on the type of
restrictions.
Bayesian Inference
MCMC estimation (see e.g., Gelfand & Smith, 1990; Geman & Geman,
1984) is a powerful tool for estimation in complex models. An MCMC procedure can be applied to estimate simultaneously all model parameters. Within the
Bayesian analysis, proper uninformative priors are used to facilitate the computation of a Bayes factor (Kass & Raftery, 1995). Simulated values from the
9
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Individual ij

xij

θij

Group j

ξ

k

wj

Yijk

p

FIGURE 1. Path diagram of a multilevel randomized item response model.

posterior distributions are obtained using the Gibbs sampler. The sampled parameter values can be used to estimate all model parameters.
The conditional density of all observations, say multiple item responses,
given the parameters, without any hyperprior parameters, equals
pðy | θ, ξ, γ, β, s2e , TÞ /

Z

pðy | e
y, θ, ξÞpðe
y | θ, ξÞpðθ | γ, β, s2e Þpðβ | TÞde
y:

ð17Þ

The mixed effects randomized item response model contains three components,
a randomized response model, pðy | e
yÞ, that relates the observed item responses
with the true underlying item responses assuming that the probabilities concerning the randomization device are known. An item response model, pðe
y | θ, ξÞ,
for measuring the underlying attitudes, and a linear mixed effects model,
pðθ | γ, β, s2e Þpðβ | TÞ.
To complete the specification of the model in a Bayesian context proper prior
distributions are specified. The joint prior distribution of (θ, ξ, γ, β, s2e , T) has
density:
10
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pðθ, ξ, γ, β, s2e , TÞ = pðξÞpðθ | γ, β, s2e Þpðβ | TÞpðγÞpðs2e ÞpðTÞ:

ð18Þ

For the item parameters, noninformative proper priors for the discrimination
and difficulty parameters in the normal ogive model, Equation 12, are used,
although other (conjugated) priors can be used as well. So, for k = 1, . . . , K,
pðξk | mx , Sx Þ = pðak , bk | mx , Sx Þ / fN ðmx , Sx Þ ðak , bk ÞIðak , bk ∈ AÞ,

ð19Þ

where A is a sufficiently large bounded interval in R. The hyperprior parameters
are specified as mx = ð1, 0Þ and Sx ∼ Inv  Wishartð2, LÞ where L = 100I2 .
The prior for item parameters in the graded response model, Equation (13),
are specified as:
pðξÞ = pðaÞpðκÞ /

Y

Iðak > 0ÞIðak , kk, 1 , . . . , kk, Ck ∈ AÞ,

ð20Þ

k

subject to the condition kk,0 < kk, 1 < . . . < kk, Ck with kk, 0 = −∞ and kk, Ck = ∞.
According to the specification of the linear mixed effects model, the latent
variable θ is assumed to have a normal distribution with mean wγ + xb and variance s2e . The fixed effects, γ, are assumed to have independent normal prior,
with mean zero and variance sg , and the hyperparameter sg equals a large number that reflects a noninformative prior.
The random effects, β, have a multivariate normal distribution with mean
zero and covariance matrix T, so the conditional prior is,
 1X

pðβ | TÞ / exp −
βtj T −1 βj :
2 j

ð21Þ

The prior for the covariance matrix T is taken to be an inverse-Wishart density:
 1 

pðT | nq , SÞ / |T|ðnq + q + 1Þ=2 exp − tr ST −1 ,
2

ð22Þ

with unity matrix S and hyperparameter nq ≥ q equal to a small number to specify a diffuse proper prior. The conventional prior for se is the inverted gamma
with prior parameters n1 and s1 with density
− 12 ðn1 + 1Þ

pðse Þ / se

expð−

n 1 s1
Þ:
2se

ð23Þ

A proper noninformative prior is specified with s1 = 1 and a small value for n1 .
11
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The joint posterior distribution, combining the likelihood in Equation 17 with
the specified prior distributions, is intractable analytically, but MCMC methods
such as the Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be used to
draw samples. Then, features of the marginal distributions of interest can be
inferred. In Appendix A, details about the full conditional posterior distributions
are given in case of the related or unrelated randomized response sampling
design and in case of binary or polytomous (ordinal) response data.
Simulation Study
In this section, results are reported from a simulation study based on mixed
effects models for randomized response data. In a first example, single randomized item response data were simulated, and in a second example, hierarchical
structured multiple randomized item response data (with background variables)
were simulated.
Comparison Between Randomized Response Models
A total of, i = 1, . . . , N binary observations divided at random across
j = 1, . . . , 10 groups were generated according to the following mixed effects
models,
Pðeyij = 1Þ = Fðg0 + u0j + xi g1 Þ,

ð24Þ

where u0j ∼ N ð0, t2 Þ and x values were simulated from a normal distribution
with mean zero and standard deviation 1=2. The true parameter values are given
in Table 1. Randomized response data were generated according to Warner’s
model (related response design) with randomizing proportion p1 = 4=5 and
according to the forced response model (unrelated response design) with
y.
p1 = 4=5; p2 = 2=3 given the generated true response data e
The MCMC method was used to estimate simultaneously all parameters of
the mixed effects model and the mixed effects model combined with Warner’s
or with the forced response model. The MCMC algorithm was run for 20,000
iterations, convergence was obtained after 5,000 iterations, and the cumulative
averages of sampled parameter values resembled the true parameter values.
Table 1 presents the estimates and standard errors for the mixed effects model
given the latent response vector e
y, labeled under True Response, for the mixed
effects Warner model, labeled under Warner, and for the mixed effects forced
response model, labeled under Forced. It is apparent that the point estimates
resemble the true values for a sample size of N = 5,000 and the estimates are
close to the true values for a sample size of N = 1,000. The Warner model has
the largest estimated standard deviations with respect to parameter g1 , which
was also found by Scheers and Dayton (1988).
12
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TABLE 1
Parameter Estimates of a Mixed Effects Model Given True Response
or Randomized Response Data
True Response
N
1,000

5,000

Warner

Forced

Parameter

True

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

g0
g1
t
g0
g1
t

0.00
2.00
0.25
0.00
2.00
0.25

−0.06
1.94
0.29
−0.12
2.01
0.23

.16
.17
.18
.15
.07
.14

−0.06
1.81
0.20
−0.11
2.01
0.22

.16
.26
.16
.16
.12
.15

−0.07
1.80
0.24
−0.12
1.97
0.24

.16
.20
.16
.16
.09
.15

Finally, the proportion positive responses p was estimated using M sampled
values of latent response data e
yðmÞ , m = 1, . . . , M from the MCMC algorithm
with
^=
p

1 X X ðmÞ
ey :
MN m i, j ij

ð25Þ

For N = 5,000, the simulated proportion of positive responses equals .464. The
estimated proportion under the mixed effects Warner model equals .464 with
standard deviation .007 and equals .465 with standard deviation .004 under the
mixed effects forced response model. These point estimates resemble the esti^ = :462 with standard
mated proportion using Warner’s model (Warner, 1965), p
deviation .010, and using the forced response model (Greenberg et al., 1969),
^ = :464 with standard deviation .008.
p
For N = 1,000, the simulated proportion equals .485 and the estimated proportion under the mixed effects Warner model and the mixed effects forced
response model equals .488 (.014) and .480 (.009), respectively, where the standard deviations are given in parentheses. The point estimate under Warner’s
model and the forced response model equals .490 (.023) and .481 (.019), respectively. For both sample sizes, it can be concluded that the estimated proportions
are comparable but that there is a reduction in sampling error due to the specification of a mixed effects model.
Inﬂuence of Randomized Responses in a Mixed Effects Analysis
In the present simulation study, parameter estimates of a mixed effects model
are compared given directly observed and randomized response data for different
randomizing proportions. Suppose that the probability distribution of a (latent)
behavior parameter, yij , has the same form for each individual (i = 1, . . . , nj ) but
13
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the parameters of that distribution vary over J = 20 groups (j = 1, . . . , J). That is,
a Level 1 model describes a linear relationship between the behaviors of
N = 1,000 respondents and explanatory variable x and w, and let a Level 2 model
represent the distribution of the random effect parameters, that is,
yij = xtij βj + wij gð1Þ + eij

ð26Þ

ð2Þ
b0j = g0
ð2Þ
b1j = g1

+ u0j

ð27Þ

+ u1j

ð28Þ

where eij ∼ Nð0, s2 Þ, uj ∼ Nð0, TÞ, and the random effects are independent of
the residuals. The first column of x consists of ones, the second column, and the
vector w, contains values generated from a normal distribution with mean zero
and standard deviation .30. Polytomous item responses to K = 10 questionnaire
items, each with three ordinal response categories, were simulated using a
graded response model. Polytomous randomized item responses were generated
via the unrelated question design with p2 = 1=3. The probability that a truthful
response was demanded, p1 , (e.g., ‘‘Answer truthfully’’ was selected by the
randomizing device) was considered to be 1 (which resembles a direct
response), .80, and .60. A total of 100 data sets were analyzed for each value
of p1 . Item discrimination parameter values were sampled as follows,
ak ∼ logNðexpð1Þ, 1=4Þ. Threshold parameters, kk1 , and kk2 , were sampled from
a normal distribution with mean − 1=2, and 1=2 (taking order restrictions into
account), respectively, and variance 1=4, for k = 1, . . . , K.
For each data set, the graded response model parameters, and the mixed effects
model parameters were estimated simultaneously using 50,000 draws from the
joint posterior distribution. The burn-in period consisted of 5,000 iterations. In this
simulation study, attention was focused on the mixed effects model parameters.
Table 2 presents, for each model parameter, the true set-up value, and the average
of the means and standard deviations across the 100 MCMC samples. For identification of the model, the mean and variance of the latent outcome variable were
scaled to the true simulated mean and variance, respectively.
It can be seen that there is a close agreement between the true and the average
estimated means. For each model parameter, the average of the posterior
standard deviations resembled the standard deviation within the 100 estimated
posterior means. Note that even for p1 = :60, which means that 40% of the
responses were forced responses, the estimated values resemble the true simulated values. The standard deviations of the mixed effect parameter estimates
were not increasing due to the incorporation of a randomized response sampling
design because for each data set the outcome variables were equally scaled.
Furthermore, additional variance in the item parameter estimates due to the
randomized response sampling design did not result in biased estimates of the
behavior parameters.
14
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TABLE 2
Generating Values, Means, and Standard Errors of Recovered Values
Direct Response p1 = 1
Parameter
Fixed effect
gð1Þ
ð2Þ
g0
ð2Þ
g1
Random Effect
s2e
t00
t11
t01

Forced p1 = .80

Forced p1 = .60

True

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

0.5
0
0

0.50
0.03
0.04

.03
.11
.11

0.50
0.02
0.04

.04
.11
.12

.49
–.08
.08

.04
.10
.10

1.00
0.3
0.2
0

1.00
0.36
0.20
0.13

.05
.08
.05
.04

1.00
0.36
0.20
0.14

.05
.09
.06
.05

.98
.31
.20
.00

.05
.08
.06
.04

College Alcohol Problem Scale
The College Alcohol Problem Scale (CAPS; O’Hare, 1997) was developed to
serve as an initial screening instrument for students cited with a first offense for
violating their university’s rules concerning underage drinking. The items comprising the CAPS scale covered socioemotional problems (hangovers, memory
loss, nervousness, depression) and community problems (drove under the influence, engaged in activities related to illegal drugs, problems with the law). Due
to the high prevalence of alcohol abuse among college students, it is important
that practitioners in student health services or counseling be able to identify students with drinking problems. The randomized response technique was used
because of the sensitive character of the survey. As researchers in this area are
fully aware, most frequently encountered problems are refusals to respond and
intentionally misleading responses designed to conceal undesirable behavior. In
this study, it was investigated whether the RR technique improved the accuracy
of self-reports of sensitive information, and the beneficial role of incorporating
an IRT model for polytomous data in examining the RR data was explored.
In all, 793 student participants from four local colleges and universities, Elon
University (N = 495), Guilford Technical Community College (N = 66), University of North Carolina (N = 166), and Wake Forest University (N = 66),
voluntarily responded to a questionnaire of 16 items in 2002. The questionnaire
comprised 3 items that asked participants about their age, gender, and ethnicity
(demographic information), followed by the 13 questions of the CAPS instrument, with response categories on a 5-point scale (1 = never/almost never,
5 = almost always). The CAPS questionnaire is given in Appendix B. A unidimensional latent variable representing alcohol dependence, denoted as y, was
measured by the items, where a higher level indicated that a participant was
15
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more likely to have a drinking problem. Each class of participants (5 to 10 participants) was randomly assigned to either the direct questioning (DQ) or the randomized response technique condition. Random assignment at the individual
level was not logistically feasible. The 351 students assigned to the DQ condition, denoted as the DQ-group, were instructed to answer the questionnaire as
they normally would. They served as the study’s control group. The 442 students in the RR condition, denoted as the RR-group, received a spinner to assist
them in completing the questionnaire. For each CAPS item, the participant spun
the spinner, and wherever the arrow landed determined whether the item was to
be answered honestly or dictated the answer choice to be recorded by the participant. The spinner was developed such that 60% of the area was comprised of
answer honestly space, and 40% of the area was divided into equal sections to
represent the five possible answer choices. Each answer choice was given 8% of
the area of the circle, 4% in two different places on the circle. This design
resembles the forced response sampling design, Equation 3, with p1 = :60 and
p2 ðcÞ = :20, for c = 1, . . . , 5. The respondents from the DQ-group and the RRgroup were assumed to be selected from the same population.
All response data, obtained via direct questioning and via the randomized
response technique, were used to measure the latent behaviors (alcohol dependence) of the respondents on a common scale using the graded response model,
Equation 13, combined with the forced randomized response model, where
p1 = 1 for DQ responses. This results in the following IRT measurement model
for RR data:
 



Pðyijk = c | yij , ak , κk Þ = p1 F ak yij − kk, ðc − 1Þ − F ak yij − kk, c + ð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ, ð29Þ

for c = 1, . . . , 5, k = 1, . . . , 13, and respondents, indexed i, nested in J = 4 colleges/universities. It was assumed that the item response functions were the
same across groups, that is, the response probabilities at the same alcohol dependence, y, level did not depend on group membership (in this case, the DQ-group
and the RR-group). The model was identified by fixing the mean and variance
of the scale of the latent variable to zero and one, respectively. The MCMC
algorithm was used to estimate simultaneously all item and behavior parameters
using 50,000 iterations with a burn-in period of 5,000 iterations.
Figure 2 shows the item parameter estimates. Several statements can be made
concerning the performance of the scale. It can be seen that each CAPS item was
able to discriminate. All items had consistently increasing ICC, indicating that the
likelihood of endorsing higher levels on each item increased with higher levels of
alcohol dependence. The threshold estimates of some items (e.g., Items 9 [nausea
or vomiting], 11 [spent too much money on alcohol], and 12 [feeling tired or hung
over]) showed that the third response option sometimes was more likely to be
endorsed in comparison with the other items and can be considered as the less
severe items. Items with ‘‘high’’ estimated thresholds values (e.g., Items 7 [hurt
16
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Threshold 1
Threshold 2
Threshold 3
Threshold 4
Discrimination

5

Estimated Values

4

3

2

1

0

-1
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2

3

4

5
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7
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9
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11

12

13

Item

FIGURE 2. Item parameter estimates given the College Alcohol Problem Scale data.

another person physically] and 13 [illegal activities associated with drug use])
were severe and they were unlikely to provide significant discrimination in a sample not selected for alcohol dependence. For all items, except Items 11 and 12, the
fifth response options (always) were not used enough to contribute to the items’
discrimination and could in fact be collapsed with the previous option.
Modeling Individual Variation in Alcohol Dependence
A mixture model was defined to model the variation in the respondents’ alcohol dependence taking the heterogeneity in the college population into account
and to test the hypothesis that in general, students in the RR-group score significantly higher than students in the DQ-group. For both groups, gender (female = 1,
male = 0) and racial origin (Asian, White, Black, other) was administered. In
Table 3 gender and ethnicity demographics are given. The overall percentages of
gender and ethnicity were similar between the DQ-group and the RR-group.
In an ANOVA approach, the clustering of respondents in a RR-group and
DQ-group, the clustering with respect to gender, and the clustering with respect
to ethnicity were represented with dummy variables, which resulted in design
matrix w. The regression of y on the known design matrix w was assumed to be
exchangeable across colleges/universities. As a result,
17
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TABLE 3
Gender and Ethnicity Demographics

Gender
Ethnicity

Female
Male
Asian
White
Black
Other

Total Count

DQ-Group %

RR-Group %

274
291
22
650
93
28

62
38
3
81
12
4

65
35
2
83
11
12

Note: DQ-Group = direct questioning condition; RR-Group = randomized response condition.

yij = b0j + wj γð1Þ + eij

ð30Þ

b0j = g

ð31Þ

ð2Þ

+ uj

where eij ∼ Nð0, σ 2e Þ, and uj ∼ Nð0, t2 Þ, for i = 1, . . . , nj , and j = 1, . . . , J. The
mixed effects randomized item response model is represented in Equations 29,
30, and 31.
First, the effect of the grouping of respondents in a DQ-group and a RR-group
was investigated taking the observed other individual and group differences into
account. Indicator variable IRR equals one for students in the RR-group and
equals zero otherwise. The DQ-group is the control group and receives no treatment because they responded via direct questioning, whereas the RR-group is
the experimental group and receives the treatment because they responded via
the randomized response technique. The students were randomly selected in a
RR-group and a DQ-group. The estimated value of the parameter corresponding
to the indicator variable IRR is .232 and significantly different from zero while
controlling for other population differences. This estimate indicates that the RRgroup scored significantly higher in comparison to the DQ-group on the standardized alcohol dependence scale. It is to be concluded that the RR technique led
to an improved willingness of students in answering truthfully.
The structural relationships between student’s alcohol dependence and
observed background variables were estimated using the observations from the
RR-group because those students were more likely to give honest answers.
Besides a mixed effects model, an alternative fixed model was estimated where
interest was focused on alcohol dependence of students of the four selected
colleges/universities that took part in the experiment and there was no interest
in the underlying population. In a similar way, the clustering of students in colleges/universities was represented with the use of dummy variables. The corresponding structural model contained only fixed effects.
In Table 4 the parameter estimates are given for both models. The estimates
of the mean and posterior standard deviation of the random effects (universities)
18
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are given under the label mixed effects model. As was to be expected, these
effects are slightly stronger for the fixed model where no random effects are
assumed. The estimated variance of the random effects indicates that alcohol
dependence of students varies across colleges/universities. However, the corresponding estimated posterior standard deviation is too large for making substantial inferences. The number of clusters is so small that the variation over
colleges/universities can also be considered as a fixed effect. Compared with the
fixed effects the posterior mean estimates are varying in the same similar way.
It follows that male students scored significantly higher in comparison to female
students. That is, male students are more likely to experience alcohol-related problems. There are inequalities in reporting alcohol-related problems across ethnic
groups and it turns out that the mean score of Black students is much lower than
that of other ethnic groups. With regard to the college/university grouping, the
mean score of students from Guilford Technical Community College was higher
than the other colleges/universities means. The results indicate that gender, ethnicity, and type of university were associated with alcohol-related problems.
The differences in scores across ethnic groups and colleges/universities were
ð1Þ
tested using an F test. Let a vector γs of dimension J − 1 denote a subset of
the p-dimensional vector γð1Þ with covariate matrix ws . From Box and Tiao
(1973, pp. 125–126) it follows that
Qðγð1Þ
s Þ=

ð1Þ
ð1Þ
t
^ð1Þ
^ð1Þ
ðγs − γ
s Þws ws ðγs − γ
s Þ
ðJ − 1Þs2

ð32Þ

^ð1Þ Þt ðθ − w γ
^ð1Þ Þ=ðN − pÞ is distributed a posteriori as F with
where s2 = ðθ − w γ
J − 1 and N − J degrees of freedom. The posterior probability can be computed
ð1Þ
that the point γ0 = 0 is included in the (1 − a) HPD region:


ð1Þ
p0 = P pðγð1Þ
|
yÞ
>
pðγ
|
yÞ
|
y
0
s
Z Z 
 

ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
=
P FðJ − 1, N − JÞ > Qðγ0 Þ | θ, γð1Þ
s , y p θ, γs | y dγs dθ
Z Z

 

ð1Þ
ð1Þ
=
p0 γð1Þ
s , θ p θ, γs | y dγs dθ


X
ð1Þ
≈
p0 γðmÞ , θðmÞ =M,
γ

ð33Þ

ð1Þ
,θ
ðmÞ ðmÞ



ð1Þ
where yðmÞ , γðmÞ , m = 1, . . . , M, are MCMC samples from their marginal posð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
and
terior distribution. Both null hypotheses, g3 = g4 = g5 = g6
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
g7 = g8 = g9 = g10 were rejected, with a = :05 as the corresponding posterior probability p0 was greater than :95. It follows that there is a main effect of
ethnicity and of the clustering in colleges/universities.
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.445
.102
.293
.118
.178
.247
.127
.137
.159
.149
.066
.773

− .180
.089
− .474
.543

.188
− .148

− .014
.474

.913
.721

SD

.118
− .261

M

Note: HPD = highest posterior density.

Fixed effects
gð2Þ
gð1Þ (Gender)
Ethnicity
ð1Þ
g2 (Asian)
ð1Þ
g3 (White)
ð1Þ
g4 (Black)
ð1Þ
g5 (Other)
University
ð1Þ
g6 (Elon)
ð1Þ
g7 (University of
North Carolina)
ð1Þ
g8 (Wake Forest)
ð1Þ
g9 (Guilford)
Random effects
s2e
t2

Parameter

HPD

0.787, 1.049
0.106, 1.861

.912

− .150
.406

.041
− .288

− 0.073, 0.417
− 0.439, 0.105
− 0.370, 0.262
0.143, 0.722

− .198
.085
− .465
.587

.140
− .264

M

− 0.758, 0.375
− 0.141, 0.321
− 0.837, − 0.137
0.079, 1.027

− 0.780, 0.969
− 0.465, − 0.065

Mixed Effects Model

.065

.154
.161

.092
.122

.324
.141
.186
.240

.157
.109

SD

HPD

0.789, 1.038

− 0.452, 0.149
0.080, 0.712

− 0.144, 0.217
− 0.529, − 0.054

− 0.854, − 0.412
− 0.195, 0.357
− 0.824, − 0.095
0.092, 1.050

− 0.179, 0.442
− 0.483, − 0.052

Fixed Effects Model

TABLE 4
College Alcohol Problem Scale Randomized Response Data: Parameter Estimates of a Mixed and Fixed Effects Randomized Item
Response Model

A Mixed Effects Randomized Item Response Model
Concluding Remarks
In this article, a mixed effects randomized item response model was developed for analyzing binary or polytomous hierarchical structured RR data. The
principal advantage of the proposed model is the ability to treat a variety of
special problems in a unified framework. In general, the statistical inference of
RR data can be improved and/or expanded by assuming an individual response
model that specifies the relation between the randomized item response data and
an individual underlying behavior or an individual true response probability.
This allows the computation of individual estimates of a sensitive behavior or
true response probability although the true individual item responses are
masked. It is also shown that respondents and items can be calibrated with IRT
in the presence of binary/polytomous RR and/or direct questioning data.
Functional forms for relations between covariates at different levels and individual behaviors/attitudes or individual true response probabilities can be specified.
The variation among individual sensitive latent characteristics or among individual
true response probabilities can be explained by background variables, or in specific,
effects of background variables on a sensitive latent characteristic can be explored.
The proposed model allows the computation of individual estimates and their relationships with background variables where the observations may be obtained in
clusters. Note that the RR technique results in less underreporting of sensitive behavior (the CAPS data analysis showed an increased cooperation of respondents using
the RR interviewing technique), and furthermore, traditional methods for analyzing
RR data are restricted to estimates of population proportions.
Both simulation studies showed that the model parameters can be accurately
estimated given DQ and/or RR observations. The RR technique requires larger
sample sizes to obtain parameter estimates with the same precision as those
obtained via direct questioning. In the unrelated question design, there is an efficiency loss due to observing responses to the unrelated question. This loss of
efficiency can be improved using relevant prior information. For example, the
first simulation study showed that in a RR sampling design a reduction in sampling error can be obtained by using relevant grouping structures and/or background variables when estimating the proportion of positive responses.
The model can be extended by specifying relationships at the item level, for
example, between covariates and item parameters. A model can be specified on
the item parameters to model item variation across groups (see e.g., De Boeck
& Wilson, 2004). An interesting case is to explore variation in the true proportion of positive responses, pijk . For example, assume that the groups are randomly selected from a larger population and that the true mean population
proportions can be broken down in a group contribution, a random group effect
plus a general population mean, and a deviation for each respondent from their
group’s contribution. That is,
F − 1 ðpijk Þ = mk + zjk + Eijk ,

ð34Þ
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where mk is the general mean, considering
all responses

 to item k, zjk is the ran
dom group effect, Eijk ∼ N ð0, s2E , and zjk ∼ N 0, s2z . The heterogeneity across
groups in the random effects or group specific response probabilities, causing
responses from the same group to be associated, is reflected in Equation 34. The
model in Equation 34 can be extended by introducing individual or group characteristics for explaining differences between the individual true response probabilities, or for increasing the accuracy of the corresponding estimates, given
observed randomized responses.
Appendix A
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Implementation
In general, the MCMC implementation consists of three parts: (a) sampling
augmented nonobserved true item responses, denoted as ~y, given observed randomized item responses; (b) sampling latent continuous true item responses, denoted
as z, given the augmented nonobserved true item responses; and (c) sampling all
model parameters given the augmented continuous true item responses.
Sampling ~
y
The sampling of the augmented true item responses is described for the
related and unrelated randomized response sampling design and for binary as
well as polytomous data. For the unrelated question design it is assumed that the
response probability to the unrelated question, p2 , is known. In the other case,
additional sampling steps are needed as described on page 9. Assume that the
probability of a positive true response to item k of respondent ij, is given by pijk .
1. Binary randomized response data.
• The related question design. Via a path diagram (Fox, 2005b), it can be seen that
the true nonobserved item responses are Bernoulli distributed. That is,


ppijk
~yijk |yijk = 1, pijk ∼ B l =
ppijk + ð1 − pÞð1 − pijk Þ


ð1 − pÞpijk
~yijk jyijk = 0, pijk ∼ B l =
,
pð1 − pijk Þ + ð1 − pÞpijk
•

ðA1Þ

where l defines the success probability of the Bernoulli distribution.
The unrelated question design. The nonobserved true item responses are Bernoulli distributed:
!

pijk p1 + p2 ð1 − p1 Þ
eyijk | yijk = 1, pijk ∼ B l =
p1 pijk + p2 ð1 − p1 Þ
!
ðA2Þ
pijk ð1 − p1 Þð1 − p2 Þ
 :

eyijk | yijk = 0, pijk ∼ B l =
1 − p1 pijk + p2 ð1 − p1 Þ
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2. Polytomous ordinal response data for the unrelated question design.
The latent random variable e
yijk given yijk = c is multinomial distributed with cell probabilities:
DðcÞ =

pijk ðc0 Þp1 Iðc = c0 Þ + pijk ðc0 Þð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ
,
pijk ðcÞp1 + ð1 − p1 Þp2 ðcÞ

ðA3Þ

for c and c0 = 1, . . . , Ck .

Sampling z
1. Single item response. For the binary case, the variable e
yijk is Bernoulli distributed
with success probability
pijk = Fðwtij γ + xtij βj Þ

ðA4Þ

for j = 1, . . . , J and i = 1, . . . , nj according to Equation 9. A latent variable zijk is
introduced that follows a truncated normal distribution (e.g., Albert & Chib,
1993)


zijk | eyijk , βj , γ ∼ N wtij γ + xtij βj , 1

ðA5Þ

with eyijk the indicator of zijk being positive. In the same way, for multinomial
response data, the variable e
yijk is multinomial distributed with cell probabilities
pijk ðcÞ = Fðwtij γ + xtij βj − kk, ðc − 1Þ Þ − Fðwtij γ + xtij βj − kk,c Þ,

ðA6Þ

for c = 1, . . . , Ck . Subsequently, a latent continuous random variable zijk is distributed according to Equation A5 with e
yijk = c if kk, ðc − 1Þ ≤ zijk ≤ kk, c . The probit link
function can be replaced by a logistic link function.
2. Multiple item responses. To implement the Gibbs sampler for binary response data
a latent continuous random variable zijk is defined such that


zijk | eyijk , yij , ξk ∼ N ak yij − bk , 1 ,

ðA7Þ

with e
yijk the indicator of zijk being positive, for j = 1, . . . , J, i = 1, . . . , nj , and
k = 1, . . . , K, according to Equation 12. For polytomous response data define


zijk | eyijk , yij , ξk ∼ N ak yij , 1 ,

ðA8Þ

with e
yijk = c if kk, ðc − 1Þ ≤ zijk ≤ kk,c , according to Equation 13. Again, the probit link
function can be replaced by a logistic link function; see Patz and Junker (1999a, 1999b).
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Sampling Parameters
•

Draw ξk given e
y, z, θ, mx , Sx .
For binary data:
 
 
ξk | zk , θ, mx , Sx ∼ N O Ht zk + S−1
x mx ,  ,

ðA9Þ

where O − 1 = ðH t HÞ − 1 + Sx− 1 and H = ½θ, − 1. Hyperprior parameter Sx is
sampled from an inverse-Wishart distribution:

X
−1 
xk xtk + 
Sx | ξ ∼ Inv  Wishart K + n0 ,

ðA10Þ

For polytomous data:
   
−1
pðak Þ
ak | zk , θ ∼ N a^k , θt θ

ðA11Þ

where ^ak is the usual least squares estimator following from the linear regression
from zk on y. The threshold parameters, kk , are sampled using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. A candidate is sampled from a normal distribution,

 ðmÞ
*
kk,c
∼ N kk,c , s2MH ,

ðA12Þ

ðmÞ

where kk,c is the value of kk,c in the mth iteration of the sampler. This new candidate is accepted with probability (Fox, 2005a)
 Ck −1

*
Y P eyijk |yij ,ak ,κk*
Y Fðkk,ðc+1Þ −kk,c Þ= sMH −Fðkk,ðc−1Þ
−kk,c Þ=sMH
×

:
*
* Þ=s
*
Fðk
−k
−Fðk
−k
e
MH
k,ðc−1Þ
k,c
k,c Þ=sMH
k,ðc+1Þ
c=1
i|j P yijk |yij ,ak ,κk
•

Draw θ given z, ξk , β, γ, s2e .
The full conditional of θ is specified by the mixed effects model, Equation 15, and
the linear regression of z on θ, with item parameters ξ as regression coefficients. It
follows that the full conditional is normally distributed:
yij | zij , ξ, βj , γ, s2e

•

ðA13Þ

!
b
yij =n + ðwtij γ + xtij βj Þ=s2e
1
,
∼N
, −1
n−1 + σ −2
ν + σ −2
e
e

ðA14Þ

P
where n = ð Kk= 1 a2k Þ−1 and b
yij the least squares estimator following from the
regression of zij + b on a for binary data and zij on a for polytomous data.
Draw β given θ, γ, s2e , T.
The full conditional of each random effect is a multivariate normal distribution
(e.g., Zeger & Karim, 1991)


βj | θj , γ, s2e , T ∼ N Dxtj ðθj − wj γÞ=s2e , D :
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where
D−1 = xtj xj =s2e + T − 1 :
•

Draw γ given β, θ, s2e , T.
The full conditional of the fixed effects is a multivariate normal distribution:


−1 t
−1 
2
2
w ðθ − xβÞ, wt w + s−1
γ | θ, β, s2e , T ∼ N wt w + s−1
:
ðA16Þ
g se Ip
g se Ip

•

Draw s2e given θ, β, γ.
The full conditional of variance parameter s2e is an
P inverse gamma distribution with
parameter ðn1 + NÞ=2 and scale parameter ðs1 + ijj ðyij − ðwij γ + xij βj ÞÞ2 Þ=2.
Draw T given β.
The full conditionals of covariance matrix T is an inverse-Wishart
distribution with
P
degrees of freedom nq + J and scale parameter S + j βj βtj .

•

Monitoring Convergence
Initial values for the sampler can be obtained by fitting a mixed effects model to
the data but ignoring the randomized response character of the discrete data. The
mixed effects model parameters will be biased but can serve as starting values for
the MCMC algorithm. To determine whether the algorithm has converged, the
multivariate version of the statistic of Brooks and Gelman (1998) can be used. This
requires s multiple runs of the sampler from overdispersed starting values. Furthermore, the convergence of the MCMC chains can be checked using the standard
convergence diagnostics implemented in the BOA software (http://www.publichealth.uiowa.edu/boa). In addition, plots of the average of each parameter across
multiple chains, and the running average can provide extra information.
Appendix B
College Alcohol Problem Scale Questionnaire
How often (almost always [5], often [4], sometimes [3], seldom [2], almost
never [1]) have you had any of the following problems over the past years as a
result of drinking too much alcohol?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Feeling sad, blue or depressed
Nervousness or irritability
Hurt another person emotionally
Family problems related to your drinking
Spent too much money on drugs
Badly affected friendship or relationship
Hurt another person physically
Caused other to criticize your behavior
Nausea or vomiting
Drove under the influence
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11. Spent too much money on alcohol
12. Feeling tired or hung over
13. Illegal activities associated with drug use
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